Abstract-In this paper, we propose a technique to re. duce the number of trellis states in BCJR-type algorithms,, i.e., algorithms with a structure similar to that of the! well-known algorithm by Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek and Raviv (BCJR). This work is inspired by reduced-state sequence detection (RSSD). The key idea is the construction, during one of the recursions, of a "survivor map," on a reduced-, state trellis, t o be used in the other recursion. based on maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) criterion, proves to be optimal for detecting the states or outputs of a Markov process observed in white noise.
I iterative detection/decoding, it is necessary to deter-. mine the likelihood that a particular symbol has been. transmitted. Soft-output algorithms [1]- [4] have been con-. sidered with new interest-the recent most famous appli-. cation of them being the iterative decoding of interleaved concatenated codes [SI, [6] . The BCJR algorithm [l], based on maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) criterion, proves to be optimal for detecting the states or outputs of a Markov process observed in white noise.
In general, we can identify the overall memory and, consequently, the number of states the receiver should assume. Hence, it is possible to employ soft-output algorithms such as the BCJR algorithm. In this case, the complexity of a BCJR algorithm, even considering s i m plifications in the logarithmic domain [7] , may increase in an unacceptable way, because of the trellis size. Moreover, even when the channel memory is not finite, as for a noncoherent channel, it is possible to utilize soft-output, algorithms, with a structure similar to that of the BCJR. algorithm, which try t o partially take into account this memory by means of an augmented trellis [2]. We will refer to these algorithms as BCJR-type algorithms.
In this paper, we propose an extension of the reducedstate sequence detection technique [8], [9] to a general BCJR-type algorithm.
BCJR-TYPE ALGORITHMS
We assume that a source emits a sequence of independent and identically distributed information symbols { a k } which is transmitted through a channel modeled as having a finite memory, possibly by means of some approximations as in [2]. The channel model may take into account the presence of channel coding. We assume that the BCJR algorithm [l] can be generalized to this case (as an example, see [2]). The calculation of the probabilities (or, at least, good approximations of them) is
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This work was supported by Minister0 dell'UniversitP e della :generally based on the observation of a suitable sequence (of samples at the input of the receiver. We denote this isequence as ?F = {~k } f =~, where K is the transmission length and vector x k is the observation at the k-th signaling interval (we will specify the structure of samples { x k } !in Section 111). Let s k denote the state of the decoder at epoch k and C the number of states in the trellis. Withlout loss of generality, we assume that a single information :symbol a k is associated to a transition from state SI, to :state S k + 1 . We denote by e k ( m ' , m ) the branch which connects Sk = m' to S k + l = m. The information sym-'bo1 which drives this transition is denoted by a ( e k ) = ak. 'With these definitions, we assume that a good approximation of the a posteriori probability (APP) of symbol czk, 'based on the observation, can be determined [l], [2]. We denote this value by P(ak = iIxF) (we use a probability :notation, even if it could be an approximation of it) and assume that it can be written as 'The sum in (1) is extended over all transitions of epoch k associated to the information symbol i. The probability density function r k ( e k ) , relative to a particular transition, depends on the transmission system. P{ak = i} and . P { S -( e k ) } represent the a priori probabilities of information symbol U k and beginning state of transition e k , respectively. If the algorithm is used in an iterative decoding process, these probabilities are in general not constant, and have to be explicitly considered. Similarly to the BCJR algorithm, we assume that we can compute the probability density functions a k ( e k ) and P k ( e k ) by means of a forward and backward recursion where ?,bk(ek-l, e k ) and q ! J k + l ( e k , e k + l ) are suitable probability density functions that, in general, may depend on two consecutive transitions (as in [2]). By u o l d ( e k -l ) we indicate the information symbol lost in the transition ek-1. The couple (S+(ek-l), uola(ek-l)) uniquely identifies S-(ek-1).
We remark that the algorithm described by equations (1)-(3) reduces to the BCJR algorithm [l] , in the case of strictly finite channel memory. The given formulation is derived from [2], but could be generalized to other cases where several observation samples have to be considered at each transition. The usefulness of the given formulation will appear clear in Section 111.
Equations ( . . , Uk) of information symbols, with Q < V . 2
Hence, for a given transition Ek we need to estimate sym-'A transition e k can be associated to a sequence of information symbols when the used code is non recursive. If the considered code is recursive (as it is usually for turbo codes), one should consider, in addition to the information symbols, some encoder state variables. In the rest of the section we assume a transition can be related to V information symbols. *More complex techniques based on set partitioning may also be employed [SI, [9] .
(Ck--L+l,. . . , C k ) .
bols ak-i,Q 5 i 5 V -1. A reasonable way could be to keep track of the "best survivor" of each state S k of the reduced-state trellis. But, how could we define a survivor in this case?
A BCJR-type algorithm runs first a forward recursion to compute (Yk(ek), for each transition ek at epoch k and k = 1,. . . , K. As shown in equations (1) and (2), relative to the "full-state" trellis, (Yk is associated to a transition ek, not to a single state s k . Hence, unlike RSSD, a "survivor" associated to a single transition has to be defined. By considering the algorithm in the logarithmic domain, the forward recursion of (Yk (equation (2)) can be written (without state reduction) as 
For each transition Ek, the transition E? : ; that maximizes (5) should be stored.
In the reduced-state trellis, it is necessary to keep track of the survivors associated to each transition, at each epoch, only in the forward recursion of (Yk. In fact, these survivors are used in the backward recursion of P k and in the calculation of the probability P ( U k = ilxf), by evaluating the probability density function 71: in equation (1).
We will refer to the ensemble of the survivors generated in the forward recursion of (Yk as "survivor map." The basic structural idea can be further generalized. In fact, depending on the overall channel impulse response, one could build a survivor map during the backward recursion (first run) and use it in the forward recursion.
Given the above definitions, we can reformulate equations (1)-(2), obtaining
'Here we use a notation similar to that in [SI. 'a&-1 (Ek-l)P{aold(Ek-l)}
(7)
A similar extension holds for equation (3).
In Fig. 1 , it is shown how the forward recursion of air proceeds in the reduced-state trellis according to equation (7). The backward recursion of P k proceeds in a sim.-ilar way, by using the "survivor map" generated during the forward recursion, as shown in Fig. 2 . The general formulation given above (6)- (7) can be translated in the logarithmic domain, possibly by considering the max-log approximation [7] .
With the introduction of the concept of survivor associated to a transition instead of a single state, further generalizations to PSP techniques [lo] are straightforward, taking into account the fact that a single step in the recursions of a BCJR-type algorithm could involve two consecutive transitions.
IV. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION
As examples of application of the above reduced-state BCJR-type algorithms, we consider the case of coherent detection over IS1 channels (assuming perfect knowledge of the IS1 channel coefficients) and noncoherent detection as proposed in [2].
A . ISI channels
In the case of an IS1 channel, by assuming uncoded transmission (i.e., c k reduces t o U k ) , the observation samples after a whitened matched filter at the receiver, can be written as [11] Hence, the probability density functions that appear in 
B . Noncoherent channels
In the case of noncoherent decoding, we refer to the algorithm proposed in [2] , that is a BCJR-type algorithm. We may express the proposed algorithm [2] in terms of the general formulation given above: in this case, L = 1 and N > 1 (hence, the receiver considers a "window" of N consecutive samples at each epoch).
Denoting by pk the encoder state, the decoder state is defined by s k = ( a k -1 , . . . , U k -N + I , p k -N + 1 ) hence V. NUMERICAL RESULTS e k 5 ( C k , . . . , C k -& + l ) . In this case, the probability density functions can be derived from Y k , $k and 4 k appearing in the general equations (1)-(3).
By defining a reduced state as s k = ( a k -1 , ...  . . . , a k -Q + 1 , p , k -~+ l ) , with Q < N, a transition in the reduced-state trellis becomes Ek E ( c k -Q + 1 , . . . , c k ) .
Hence, the probability density function Y k can be expressed (considering, for simplicity, equal energy modulation and discarding constant terms) as while (6) specializes as follows: Once determined the survivor map during the forward recursion, the probability density function + k , used in the P k backward recursion, can be calculated:
41n this case the state is not defined in terms of information symbols only, but in terms of the encoder state @k also.
The performance of receivers based on reduced-state BCJR-type algorithms in the two cases considered in Section IV is assessed by means of computer simulations in terms of bit error rate (BER) versus &,/No, Eb being the received signal energy per information bit and N0/2 being the bilateral noise power spectral density.
In the case of coherent detection over an IS1 channel we consider the scheme of turbo detection in (121. More precisely, we consider a binary ( M = 2) transmission system characterized by a rate 1/2 16-state recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder with generators G 1 = 23, G 2 = 35 (octalnotation), followed by a 64x64 nonuniform interleaver. The bits at the output of the interleaver are sent through the channel by a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation format. The discrete-time channel impulse response is identified by the following decreasing coefficients 121 (anticausal and stable impulse response): fo = A 0.45,fl = &%,ti = m , f 3 = and f4 = m. The receiver is based on a serial concatenation of a detector, which uses the reduced-state BCJR algorithm with the metrics proposed in Section IV-A, and a decoder which is a soft-input soft-output (SISO) module [13]. The state reduction technique is applied to the inner detector. In Fig. 3 the performance of the "full-state" receiver (inner detector with < = 16 states) is compared to the performance of the receiver with reduced complexity (inner detector with <' = 8,4 or 2 states). In all cases we consider 1 and 6 decoding iterations. As one can see from Fig. 3 , at 6 decoding iterations the performance loss in the case of a detector with <' = 2 states at a BER of lo-* is only 0.75 dB with respect to the receiver without state reduction, and it reduces to 0.25 dB considering a detector with <' = 8 states. For comparison, the performance curve in the case of absence of ISI, that is for coded transmissions over an AWGN channel, is also shown. In this case the receiver is constituted only by the outer decoder relative to the RSC code considered above.
We also consider the noncoherent decoding of a turbo code having as component code that described in the previous paragraph [5]. The two component encoders are parallelly connected by a 32 x 32 nonuniform interleaver. At the receiver, each noncoherent component decoder uses the reduced-state BCJR-type algorithm described in Section IV-B. Fig. 4 shows the performance of the receiver for various degrees of state reduction (different values of the parameter N and the reduced number of states 6') and compares it to that of a coherent receiver and to that of a noncoherent receiver with N = 3 and full number of states (C = 64). In all cases the considered numbers of iterations are 1, 3 and 6. As one can see from Fig. 4 , by using the reduced-state BCJR-type algorithm with N = 2 and 6' = 16 states, there is a performance loss of about 3.2 dB at 6 decoding iterations with respect to the coherent receiver. By considering N = 6 and <' = 64 states with the proposed reduced-state technique, at a BER of a performance gain of about 1.2 dB is obtained with respect to the "full-state" case with N = 3 and the same number of states (C = 64).
As one can conclude by observing Fig. 4 , the use of the proposed state reduction technique makes the algorithm proposed in [2] applicable, even by considering a large value of the phase parameter N .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
BCJR-type algorithms have been formulated and introduced as an extension of the BCJR algorithm whenever the channel memory is not finite and has to be partially taken into account. State reduction for these algorithms has been introduced based on reduced-state sequence detection. The proposed algorithms still run a forward and a backward recursion, but in each of them a single step can involve two consecutive transitions. Hence, the concept of survivor, fundamental to reduce the number of states of the decoder trellis, has to be associated to a transition, not to a single state. Depending on the overall transmission system impulse response, a survivor map can be determined during one of the recursions and possibly used in the other one. 
